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Chapter 7 

The Doldrums: Eight Nasty Poems of 1989-1999 

 

The Return Of The Ancestors (End Of March) 

Mrijeti ti ćeš kada počneš sâm  

U ideale svoje sumnjati. 

[Thou wilt die when thyself beginnest  

Doubting your own ideals] 

 Silvije S. Kranjčević 

 

Our dead return. We must meet them  

With short fir branches, light the lanterns. 

The fire is lighted: Grampa, Granma  

Ride a cow, ride a bull 

Please come by this light, take a drink with us.  

 

Our dead ask: What have you done of our work,  

How continued our lives? Why are the dams collapsing, 

Who lives in the big house ruling the hill? What  

Interests extort blood in peacetime, brothers killing  

Brothers? Do you have too many sons to feed?  

 

Our dead do not bless us. Their stare is of stone.  

The branches grow brown. The lanterns gutter.  

The fire is damped. Granma, Grampa  

Ride a bull, ride a cow 

Please go back by this light, have pity on us.  
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O sons, O grandchildren, look how fat you are, 

Look how hard your women must work, where’s  

Your powerful sisterhood & brotherhood? Pay  

Your ingent debts, to us, to yourselves, flow  

Over the banks: unclog your veins, have pity  

On us, on yourselves.  

     

                                    

Le Ceneri Di Tito (Berlin Day, End of C20) 

 

is there peace in this world? 

the torture of humans continues 

evening light  island just floating 

shaking like a baby carriage 

even archeologists perish in the end... 

 Hayashi Fumiko, 1930  

 

German winter   elder ladies with mink coats  

Peroxide hair   too much makeup  

Lines slashing from both mouth corners down & out 

I burrow into sleep quietly on morning islands  

At the bottom of the ocean schools of fish  

Soft murmur of weary voices  

They are bombing Beograd & Novi Sad  

No more theatre festivals in springtime  

Blood silting up all rivers.  

 

Whispering of fish    jealousy of fish  
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If sharks were men  

Big gangsters eat little gangsters  

Peasants are burned out of their villages  

City people bombed out of their homes  

Thousands of Munch faces screaming 

Humans   from their womb humanity forcibly ripped  

By progressive technology & humanism  

Demanding oceans of blood  

 

Western brainwashed in uniform shoot at Balkan brainwashed    

The center doesn’t tolerate too much periphery  

Top dollar American mercenaries bomb scared Serbian draftees  

Bristly bearded gangsters from Beograd  

   cleaning Albanians out of medieval monasteries 

They are madly in love with the Serbian destiny to suffer  

Smooth shaven gangsters from Washington  

   upgrading armament technology  

They are madly in love with the profits of arms industries  

Booms in Balkan skies   booms on the stock-markets  

Communicating slaughterhouse vessels  

 

Oceans of blood   oceans of profit  

Who is king of the world jungle must be made quite clear  

Sharks are not so clever   except in fable  

 

Now you can touch what we lost with Tito’s brotherhood & unity  

Now you see how a people’s revolution is eradicated  

One million & three quarters dead in the partizan war  
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A ton of TNT to wipe out every dead partizan   

These dead are dangerous  they must be killed again by bombs & lies  

The grounds salted with durable uranium  

 

Counter-revolution by the center against the periphery  

Blood on stone   blood & stones 

Thou shalt not get out from under world banks   fish mouth silently 

This is Moses & the prophets  

            

Glossary: Le Ceneri di Tito = The Ashes of Tito 

 

Ein garstig Lied 

 

In my dream i find again 

The purity of the militant: 

An abiding carnal ache.  

 

Köln, am Dom (Nichtsdestotrotz) 

 

-- For Michael Hulse – 

 

Und das Versäumte geht um, gross wie die Schemen der 

Zukunft. 

 Paul Celan, Nachts 

 

Minding time, the software  

Won’t quite work, letters fail  

In stranger land. The Nô recorder wails,  
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Neigh the Houyhnhnhms of night.  

 

We still hold what should,  

Only  

No sweet maidens sing  

What holds. Notwithstanding  

 

We have almost lived, between Here & Not-Yet-There  

On the rapids of Sometimes, in a  

Dream-fast canoe,  

At the rosy teats of time.  

 

Let me understand: first  

Things last,  

No finger-post is finally lost. Yet O you  

Swaying castrato-high spires,  

 

Blinding light  

               dieselling down  

                               solidified  

                                          space  

 

Of not working cathedrals  

Subwayed out beneath Einerlei rock;  

& O you vanishing beds  

Of the electric trains we didn’t track.  

 

Glossary: Title = Cologne, by the Cathedral; subtitle: Nevertheless, Notwithstanding;  
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motto from Celan: And what was omitted, spooks around/ Huge like the blueprints of the future;  

Einerlei: Never-mind (echo to Lorelei, the Rhine nearby)  

 

Montréal 1994 

    --  For Tamura Ryûichi -- 

 

The wolves of freezing 

                         O god of Puritans  

howl down the canyons of Montréal  

                         or is it just the nineties 

i am  

     into regretting 

uphill from regretting  

are reasons          entwined like roots of the wisdom molar  

milling away         splitting down the middle  

waiting for bridge & forceps 

 

a february blizzard took the last as always  

warmth from anywhere in the alluvial plain  

built over by banks & electricity  

too many cold confused people          i am there too  

water pipes freeze forty feet below the ground  

superintendent please keep the warm water running at all times  

somewhere in the house  

if anybody will  

be in the house 

 

in my medium-sized condo  
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inside the study           & the bedroom  

i light the type R-30 movable lamps  

they radiate much heat from their 100 watts  

i draw them to the height of my front  

                              above my writing hands  

just aslant above my eyes  

& work at the regretting  

like a competent midwife  

                         proscribed by the medical faculty  

she’s seen it all for centuries 

 

it’s toward the end of this cold century  

babies are always bloody & howl 

                              with fright pain & maybe regret  

a baby forgets it’s working at regretting 

at collecting           with much luck replacing  

                    seashells of nostalgia by the seashore  

(the roots entwining  

   like twin pines in pain) 

in training for unemployment 

                           the brief joys of the slave.  

 

Imagine a Fish 

 

Imagine a fish living out of water 

 

The water is  

The air is  
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The fish is  

 

He has some water in his bladder 

He flops along gravelly roads 

 

Up to her eyes coated with dust  

How does she see desiccated the world 

Imagine  

 

Sometimes it flops up a stump  

And attempts to sing  

The birds are in the water  

 

(Imagine) 

 

Old Age, Letting Go 

     -- Homage to Tanikawa Shuntarô -- 

 

  1.  

I wish a wandering asteroid wd whoosh down  

When nobody expected it any more  

Ringed like Saturn with promises  

The size of red Jupiter  

& blow this infested planet to smithereens.  

 

This is what my life has added up to  

Almost  

Like a blind mangy kitten.  
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  *** 

Get rid of yr affections  

Let go vanity hope even wounds.  

 

You have vanquished O pale Galilean  

Sweat blood & snot running down the cross of gold  

From which we hang in vain  

Punished by gazing hungrily at Finland Station  

In the whorehouse that once was Leningrad.  

 

  *** 

Reader try as i may i have lost  

Yr image. My compassion runs dry  

I won’t get to be a Bodhisattva.  

I go on for accidental reasons. Scarcely  

Believable of the man who attacked  

The written page as a wolf, with iron jaws  

& slavering appetite. 

 

Slaves must perforce be stoic,  

Patients patient.  

 

   2.  

A poet lies on his double bed,  

Writing. Fiftythousand neurons die in his head  

Each day. The ceiling in his study leaks,  

Five years already, nobody can find out why.  
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What is he writing, to whom, what for?  

 

Mad hatters & dormice 

slit each other’s throats  

in a Bosnian shelled city.  

 

In my memory you smile at me  

wet from monsoon rains     

which warmly sweep the macadam.  

 

Do you really know how the world  

ends? My bed sails the broad ocean.  

People you loved tell me  

 

You talk to nobody.  

 

When father died, we got a snapshot of his grave  

The copyrights of his manuals are also left to me  

My desire to claim either has vanished.  

I walk to the top of the hill & pretend not to hear  

The little demons guffawing behind the bushes.  

 

  3.  

You that may read these fragments, you in  

A new cool harmony we are condemned to  

Disbelieve in, you that i lived with & for  

Until this senility, if i had any feelings left  
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Parting with you wd break my heart. Let go,  

Let go, unimaginable others, defined by a hollow.  

 

On or about January one, Nineteenninetytwo,  

The short Twentieth Century – just seventyfive years –  

Winked out, the future became a thing of the past.  

We embark upon extra-vehicular spacewalks empty-handed, 

Isolated by non-conducting gloves, technological prestige  

& helmets with virtual faceplates. O Harmonians  

How long, justify how long you let us wait.  

 

  *** 

It’s tiresome to wake up. For threehundred readers  

It is tiresome to write. No doubt, you’ll fit  

This high-pitched note into a chord, Harmonians,  

Martian “ulla, ulla” on Hampstead Heath. But now  

Only old music remains for me, & some bodies  

(Not mine). The kalpa is muzak-meretricious  

Or silent.   

 

Earnestly she reads on Wallerstein & Hobsbawm, in warm  

Scarves swathed. I am haunted by songs of auld lang syne:  

“Avanti popolo...” “O bella ciao...”  

“Omladino zemlje ove...”. Azure, the azure!  

 

  *** 

Learning  

How to non-write  
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Not unwrite.  

The dead are not safe.  

Learning, still.  

 

Glossary:  “Omladino zemlje ove...” = “O youth of this country”, Partizan round-dance song 

 

Alas Indeed! Disputing Cao Ji 

 

Alas indeed! – the many rolling tumbleweeds  

In this only life-world how discarded  

A quarter of century uprooted into dying  

Day & night without rest or respite  

Eastward, westward, passing seven paths  

Northward, southward, crossing nine roads. 

The years look down from high-rise loggias 

They wisely wave goodbye goodbye.  

  

Young we met a rising whirlwind  

Propelling us up inside the clouds  

We thought, this is the end-reach of skies!  

Older we were cast down to the abyss  

The terrible storm carried us off  

The south-pointing needle now shows the north  

We set sail for Cathay & the land was California 

All too soon Leningrad is not even Petrograd.  

Drift on, drift on, what may we lean on?  

Finally perish but finally be.  
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Floating up beyond the warm Adriatic  

Flying on over the North Atlantic  

Flowing, tumbling, no abiding dwelling.  

Should the future care for our bitter straits?  

I wish we might be grass amid the forest  

Where raging fires follow Fall & burn.  

The pains would be frightening, slash & pierce,  

But our ash would return to roots, connected  

In the mashing cycle that now wheels downward  

In the awesome cycle that will wheel upward.  


